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Abstract
An effective in-line inspection program comprises multiple elements, ranging from the selection of
combinations of inspection technologies to the focusing of data analysis efforts. A basic structure to guide the decision
making process is vital for creating optimized in-line inspection programs. The Crack Management Framework
presented in this paper is intended to ensure structured decision making based on the hazards present and the activities
to be completed by all parties involved with the objective of obtaining optimum results when using in-line inspection
systems and other related services. This approach must not only take into account inspection system selection and the
actual delivery of the in-line inspection, but also reporting, activity prioritization, field verification, repair, and post ILI
assessments. Instead of a typical sequentially oriented program an integrated framework is proposed where the settings
of each sub-process are adjusted based on feedback from other process elements. Full scale testing (pull-testing), plus
the integration of historical data and field verification information results, increases confidence in the inspection results
as outlined in API 1163 for example. The combination of different inspection technologies and the utilization of an
adapted/staged performance specification results in an improved probability of identification (POI) for crack like
anomalies. A case study of a practical application of the framework to a gas transportation pipeline is discussed. The
above mentioned elements were applied integrating the results from an in-line inspection campaign using different ILI
technologies including electromagnetic acoustic testing (EMAT).

1. Introduction
A gas transmission pipeline over 300km long constructed in the 1980s from 22 inch diameter, 6.35 mm wall
thickness grade X65 linepipe, with a factory applied asphalt enamel coating was found to be susceptible to
environmental cracking. To better understand the extent and severity of the problem it was decided that internal
inspection for cracking was required. To maximize the value of the inspection and provide all stakeholders with
confidence in the process and outcome an integrated framework linking in-line inspection, in-the-ditch activity, direct
assessment, integrity assessment and root cause analysis was adopted.
Cracking process are complex, not always well understood and often difficult to predict, the morphology of
environmental cracking is highly variable, and there may be many other features present in the pipebody and seam weld
which are not environmental cracking but which do create similar signals in inspection data. These challenges make it
difficult to reliably identify different feature types based only on a single source of inspection data (probability of
identification) and creates significant uncertainties in how to best manage the future integrity of a pipeline subject to
environmental cracking. The integration of all available data within a crack management framework enables more
effective management of crack risks. For example, failure investigations and laboratory studies have identified relevant
threshold stress levels and pipeline surface environments which are likely to promote stress corrosion cracking.
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Since not all parts of the pipeline will have the same susceptibility to SCC, dividing the pipeline into segments
of similar SCC risk will be necessary to help focus ILI data evaluation effort and optimize future integrity management
activity. Effective segmentation requires the integration of all available pipeline information including original pipeline
design data, pipeline coating data, construction methods, terrain representations such as those from Google Earth™, soil
data and rainfall records. This information should be combined with in-line inspection reports if available; since SCC
may be linked to stress raisers such as dents and areas of corrosion [CEPA 2015] the results of geometric and metal loss
inspections will be of value. ILI or other reports of coating disbondment and bending strain will also aid in prioritizing
segments with respect to SCC susceptibility.
A comprehensive, systematic, and integrated integrity management program provides the means to improve the
safety of pipeline systems and effectively allocate limited resources.

2. The Crack Management Framework
The value of an integrity management program is now well established (e.g. based on ASME B31.8S or API
1160) see Figure 1. For specific threats a more detailed process driven approach is recommended as a subsidiary of the
overall program..

Figure 1. Integrity Management Program from API 1160
The ROSEN crack management framework illustrated in Figure 2 has been developed based on our experience
with numerous operators worldwide to ensure that all key elements of a program needed to effectively manage cracking
threats can be addressed in an integrated manner thereby meeting the many challenges outlined in the introduction.
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Figure 2. ROSEN Crack Management Framework
It is important to note that most pipeline operators dealing with issues of environmental cracking will be
following a program that is similar to the framework given in Figure 2. In some cases these are very well developed, in
others they are only partially defined, particularly for operators that have only recently identified environmental cracking
as an active threat. A particularly important component of the framework is the constant feedback and communication
between the various elements.
Briefly looking at each of the elements in turn:
Data Gathering – Collecting and aligning relevant data as early as possible in the project will ensure that
information is available in a timely manner to support other steps. For example data on the pipe geometry and operating
pressure will be important for ensuring tool performance and is also a critical input for crack assessment. Data gathering
is not a one-time event it must continue through the project to ensure that a complete dataset is available to inform future
integrity management. Examples of the data to be gathered include:
•
Pipeline geometry.
•
Line pipe materials.
•
Mechanical loading.
•
Coating type and coating condition.
•
Electrochemical cathodic protection potential.
Defect Critical Size – The size of defect that may result in a failure can be calculated (see Figure 3). The
calculation is of course sensitive to the inputs and any assumptions. Early calculation and comparison with any known
features and inspection system capability can help to identify data gaps and the need for case specific testing. It can also
provide clarity regarding the benefits of the inspection. As well as the usual consideration of hoop stress due to internal
pressure, consideration must be taken of possible axial loads, bending strains, dents, wrinkles and ripples. These features
may all affect the calculation of critical crack dimensions.
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Figure 3. Example of Critical Defect Sizes
Root Cause Analysis – A thorough understanding of the cause or causes of cracking in the pipeline is
invaluable for knowing what types of cracks the inspection should be targeted at, identifying susceptible locations and
options for mitigating the problem.
Susceptibility Analysis – A detailed susceptibility analysis can help target data evaluation effort, bearing in
mind that massive volumes of data are collected so mechanisms for prioritizing effort are helpful. In addition it can be
used to better classify features where identification is uncertain seen in areas of low susceptibility. The susceptibility
analysis will be constantly updated as information becomes available from the in-line inspection and field verification
activities, meaning that at the end of the process it is a key part of the crack management plan.
System Selection – There are a wide variety of different in-line inspection tools available, while a crack
detection tool may be the key element additional information on corrosion, deformation, and coating condition can add
substantially to the overall program. A good understanding of the root causes of the cracking and susceptible locations
will allow the best possible combination of tools/technologies to be selected. In addition good information on the
pipeline geometry can be used to ensure that tool set-up is optimized to limit problems such as speed excursions. System
selection will often include full scale testing of the inspection system to demonstrate that it will be effective for the
defects expected.
In-Line Inspection – The inspection activities are naturally a core element of the framework. Careful planning
and management to minimize problems are critical. Issues such as pipeline cleaning, tool maintenance, safe operation of
launch and receive facilities, pig tracking, and marker surveying make the inspection a major project.
Preliminary Reporting – Early reporting typically focusses on picking out larger defects, features in locations of
significant concern, either because of the susceptibility or the local consequences of failure. In addition there are often
uncertainties over the classification of some feature types, which can be improved with feedback from fieldwork.
Immediate Crack Assessment – The purpose of immediate assessment is to identify features for verification and
possible repair. This will include the most severe features reported, and a selection of features for which the
classification is uncertain. Severity will generally be defined using a recognized crack assessment code such as API 579.
Field Verification – Verification involves excavating the pipeline and inspecting the pipe externally. A
correctly designed approach will ensure that good data is collected for improving the susceptibility model, feeding back
information to improve feature identification and of course verifying inspection system performance to ensure that the
data is suitable for crack management. During field verification significant defects may be found. Therefore it is there
must be contingency repair plans in place.
Final Reporting – Information from the field verification is fed back to the data evaluation teams. If required
other data sources (such as coating condition, or ground type) are cross referenced. Feature sizing performance is
confirmed and feature identification may be clarified.
Complete Crack Assessment – A final assessment of the severity of the reported features can be completed,
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appropriate estimates of crack growth rates can be made and future inspection and repair schedules are defined.
Update Risk Assessment and SCC Management Plan – The knowledge built up during the project can be used
to generate an updated risk assessment which provides the basis for a longer term SCC management plan which may
include re-inspection, direct assessment, recoating, hydrotesting, sectional replacement etc..
Not all of these elements can be addressed in detail for this case study. Therefore two key areas are discussed in
more detail below. These are:
•
System selection and verification by pull test
•
Integration of datasets

3.

In-Line Inspection System Selection

As discussed above it is important to choose the most suitable combination of inspection technologies and
evaluation methods. Different types of inspection technologies are available in the industry and each with their own
advantages and disadvantages. The combination of several surveys can increase the overall accuracy and feature
classification of the service. Some of the factors to be considered in selecting an ILI system are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Process to Select an Appropriate ILI System
In this case four technologies were selected EMAT, MFL, Geometry and IMU. These are delivered on three
tools. The pipeline comprises 6 piggable segments giving a total of 18 in-line Inspections.
EMAT-C technology was selected for crack detection and coating disbondment detection. This is the only
credible choice because fro crack detection, unlike conventional UT technologies, a liquid coupling is not required.
Therefore the technology can be used in liquid and gas pipelines. In addition energy from the acoustic wave is dissipated
by the coating and can therefore be utilized to monitor for disbonded coating, which is a key input to the identification
of active environmental cracking. An example EMAT-C tool is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. EMAT-C In-Line Inspection Tool
Circumferential Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL-C) technology induces a magnetic field in the transverse
direction, i.e. perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the pipeline, and can be used to support crack inspection by
helping to discriminate between cracking and corrosion. The MFL-C data can also be used to identify and size corrosion
defects which should not be forgotten even if the focus of the project is cracking.
The final element of the inspection package is geometry, required to identify areas of denting, ovality and
bending. The tool selected was the RoGeo XT which due to the combination of caliper arms and stand-off sensor
provides very accurate data. The RoGeo includes an accurate inertial monitoring unit mounted to ensure that it remains
central within the pipeline. Geometric features such as dents, ovality and bends can result in locally higher stresses
which influences the potential for SCC.
The information gathered by each inspection tool is aligned into a combined master listing. Preliminary and
final reports combining all datasets are issued. The purpose of the preliminary report with regards to SCC management
is first to provide an understanding of the severity of anomalies and assist in identifying areas where significant
anomalies are present. An SCC crack field associated with a wrinkle, for example. Secondly, to support and verify the
hypothesis from a SCC susceptibility analysis by reviewing the feature population derived from the ILI data with the
pipeline sections highlighted by the susceptibility analysis..

4. 4.

Performance Validation by Full Scale Testing

The electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) in-line inspection technology uses electric and magnetic
fields to generate ultrasonic waves in the pipe wall to detect and size crack depth and length.
To confirm the sensitivity of the EMAT inspection technology to the significant SCC features that could be an
integrity concern for the pipeline and to assist in the interpretation of the EMAT signals as related to shallow SCC
features, a pull test was scheduled. The pull test consisted of five pulls of the EMAT tool through a section cut from the
pipeline. Within this test section there were naturally occurring SCC fields and a number of manufactured notches of
varying dimensions.
The majority of the stress corrosion cracks reported to date on the pipeline were shallow (< 2 mm deep) and the
pull tests were intended to improve confidence in the performance of the EMAT in-line inspection system with respect
to the detection of cracks that could be problem for pipeline integrity. The cut-out section used for the pull tests
contained: 11 natural crack colonies (10 axial and 1 circumferential); and 18 electric discharge machined (EDM)
notches of various dimensions which were machined into the pipe section to further demonstrate and quantify the tool
sensitivity. The combination of natural SCC anomalies and artificially machined anomalies in the test section allowed
6
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the performance of the EMAT tool to be characterized with respect to the specific morphology of the natural SCC
features and the well-defined and controlled dimensions of the machined features.
2.1. Pull Test Details
The pull test was completed on a section of pipe consisting of 4 welded spools with pull trays at either end. The
welded spools varied in length between 1.8 m and 7.8 m and had a combined length of 19.7 m excluding the receive and
launch trays. One of the spools contained SCC colonies. It is understood that all of the spools were of API 5L X65
material and the wall thicknesses were between 6.35 mm and 7.1 mm. The spool which contained the SCC colonies and
EDM notches was 4.1 m long with a wall thickness of 6.35 mm. The pull test set up is shown below in Figure 6
(schematically) and in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Pull Test Spool Schematic with SCC and EDM notch area highlighted

Figure 7. Pull Test Setup
Prior to the pull test the crack colonies were inspected using Phased Array Ultrasonic Testing (PAUT). None of
the features were reported to have a depth of greater than 0.42 mm, although the significant surface roughness noted at
the time of the inspection would be expected to affect the quality of the inspection.
The location of the majority of these SCC colonies are shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8. Location and Orientation of the SCC Colonies
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The dimensions and location of each EDM notch are shown in Table 1 below. All notches were 0.5mm wide.
Table 1. EDM Notches in the Test Section

Notch
ID

Length
(mm)

Depth (%
wt)

Depth
(mm)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

40
30
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
200
120

10
15
20
40
60
30
50
80
70
90
10
15
20
30
40
50
17.5
25

0.64
0.95
1.27
2.54
3.81
1.91
3.18
5.08
4.45
5.72
0.64
0.95
1.27
1.91
2.54
3.18
1.11
1.59

Distance Orientation
from U/S
GW (mm
1380
12:00
1530
12:00
1690
12:00
1850
12:00
2010
12:00
2180
12:00
2360
12:00
2530
12:00
2690
12:00
2850
12:00
2380
03:00
2540
03:00
2700
03:00
2860
03:00
3020
03:00
3180
03:00
3420
03:00
3700
03:00

There was approximately 150 mm between each notch.
The tool was lifted on to the launch tray via a crane and pulled through the spools via a mechanical winch. At
the receive tray the tool was lifted off via a crane and transported back to the launch site where it was lifted back on to
the launch tray for the next pull. This was repeated for each of the five pull tests. The EMAT pull tests reported 100%
data coverage and the data collected was considered to be good quality.
4.2. EMAT Pull Test Results: SCC Colonies
The greatest depth of an SCC colony measured by PAUT was 0.42 mm. The minimum depth for detection at
90% Probability of Detection (POD) with the EMAT system used is 1 mm deep x 40 mm long, all of the SCC colonies
were believed to be below this threshold. Therefore, the expectation was that it would not be possible to discriminate
between surface roughness and cracking. However the pull tests reported two SCC colony locations with significant
features present, see Figure 9 and Table 2.

Figure 9. EMAT Evaluation Showing the Signals at the SCC Colony locations
Table 2. Reported Depth of the SCC Colony by each Pull Test
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SCC
Phased Array Depth
Colony ID
(mm)
TL1
0.20 (3.0%wt)
TL2
0.33 (5.0%wt)
TL3
0.25 (4.0%wt)
TL4
0.22 (3.5%wt)
TT5
TL6
0.24 (4%wt)
TL7
0
TL8
0
TL9
0.22 (3.5%wt)
TL10
TL11

0.21 (3.3%wt)
0.42 (6.6%wt)

Pull 1

Pull 2

Pull 3

Pull 4

Pull 5

Visible on all five pulls but no depth recorded
61%wt 48%w 36%wt 32%wt 54%wt
t
-

Crack colony TL9 had a PAUT reported depth of 0.22 mm but EMAT reported depths of between 2.0 mm and
3.8 mm. Given this significant discrepancy between the PAUT and EMAT reports it was decided to progressively grind
(buff) the crack colony at TL9 until the cracks were completely removed. The procedure followed was to measure the
pipe wall thickness, check for the presence of a crack by magnetic particle inspection (MPI), then to grind a small depth
from the pipe wall. Following the grinding the wall thickness was again measured and the MPI again applied to
determine whether a crack was still present, see Figure 10 for an intermediate stage in the process.

Figure 10. Natural SCC Anomaly, partially removed by buffing
8 passes were required before the cracks at TL9 were completely removed, with an average of approximately
0.3 mm of wall thickness being removed at each pass.

Figure 11. Pull Test - Buffing of TL9
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The wall thickness at the colony location was confirmed to be 6.58 mm before buffing. Following the 8th pass
of the grinding tool the MPI detected no crack and the wall thickness was reported as 4.33 mm. This confirms the true
crack depth as being up to 2.15 mm (approximately 34% wt deep).
For the pipeline maximum allowable operating pressure, a 34% wall thickness deep x 75 mm length crack
passes an API 579 Level 2 assessment (i.e. it would be acceptable, as shown in Figure 12), the feature is significant but
would be expected to survive in operation and hydrotest.

Figure 12. API 579 Assessment of Critical Crack Size Based on Colony Profile Dimensions
The conclusion of the pull test is that any significant pipe body SCC defect remaining in the pipeline would be
reliably detected by the EMAT-C system. The significant (but not critical) defect TL9 was identified 5 times. Therefore
a more significant (deeper or longer) would also be detected. In fact the reliability of the EMAT system for these
significant defects was qualitatively shown to be better than PAUT.
4.3. EMAT Pull Test Results: EDM Notches
The EMAT tool detected all 18 of the EDM notches, see Figure 13.

Figure 13. “Pull One” Screenshot Showing the EDM Notches
All of the EDM notches had a width of 0.5 mm. All notches were reported by each of the 5 pull tests. It should
be noted that four of the notches were less than 1 mm deep.
Table 3. Summary of Notch Detection Performance

Notch
ID
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Length
(mm)
40
30
40
40
40
40
40
40

Depth
(% wt)
10
15
20
40
60
30
50
80

Pull tests 1 to 5

All EDM Notches
Detected
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
200
120

70
90
10
15
20
30
40
50
17.5
25

5. Field Verification
Whilst ILI is an integral component in determining the severity of axial cracking along a pipeline, an
understanding of susceptibility and risk are key components to derive an overall management plan. Field verification
plays a key role at each stage of the process, see Figure 15 below, which illustrates in more detail the interaction
between the different elements of the framework.

Figure 14. ILI Verification Process
Ensuring the above components are in place in advance of receiving inspection results will save significant time
and cost.

6. Utilising all ILI Technologies for Effective Crack Management
The detection and sizing of cracks by EMAT is the most important element to crack management from an ILI
perspective. However, all technologies are important particularly with respect to defining the root cause, SCC
susceptibility, SCC credibility of crack-like calls and defining a management plan.
Coating condition is a key parameter when evaluating a pipeline which is considered susceptible to SCC. As
discussed above the EMAT tool has the ability to discriminate between coating types as well as identifying areas of local
disbondment.
•
•
•
•
•

The EMAT system can discriminate between the following coating types:
Polyethylene
FBE
Tapes Wraps
Coal Tar Enamel
Other
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Figure 15. EMAT-C Coating Identification
The coating is generally categorized into 5 categories which considers the area of disbondment along each
spool, see Table 4 below. This allows a high level assessment to be completed on general trends to identify hotspots
where significant disbondment might be present.
Table 4. Coating Condition

Classification
Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

Surface area affected by coating
disbondment %
≥ 80
≥ 50 and <80
≥10 and <50
≥ 1 and <10
≥0 and <1

Whilst each spool is categorized, the data can also be evaluated to identify local areas of coating disbondment.
See Figure 16.

Figure 16. Local Disbondment signal from the EMAT tool vs. In-field findings
The EMAT tool will identify areas of coating disbondment. Where there are multiple areas they are typically
clustered and an extensive area of coating disbondment is reported. Where we have coating disbondment, the likelihood
of Near Neutral PH SCC is increased. When verifying SCC in-field, the areas of significant coating disbondment
typically correlate with where the SCC colonies are present.
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This data can also be combined with locations where SCC is considered most credible. Figure 17 below
illustrates how coating disbondment information can be used to assist in pinpointing low level SCC that may not be
evident in the crack detection data. For this example, a section containing 3 spools was verified:
•
•
•

Spool 1: coating disbondment was only reported on the top half of the pipeline. This generally
correlated with where the SCC was found in-field.
Spool 2: No significant coating disbondment was reported. No SCC was found in-field.
Spool 3: Significant disbondment was reported around the entire circumference. As anticipated, SCC
was apparent around the entire circumference.

Figure 17. Location of SCC colonies Vs. EMAT Coating Disbonded Areas

7. Conclusions
Stress corrosion cracking remains one of the challenging threats to pipeline integrity. The factors contributing
to development are numerous and complex, models to predict the development and growth rates are far from perfect and
inspection is difficult.
A classic linear approach to threat management of inspection, assessment and repair does not work well with
SCC. The uncertainties related mean it can result in excessive excavation activity, or significant defects not being
identified.
For every case effort invested in fully understanding the threat, and constantly feeding back information into
susceptibility analysis and data evaluation will result in a more effective and robust program that can stand up to close
scrutiny.
The proposed crack management framework ensures that all key elements are addressed. The case study
presented here illustrates some of the benefits and provides the following key conclusions:
Pull testing provides confidence – Operators need to be confident that critical defects can be identified.
Calculating critical defect sizes with realistic materials and loading data and completing pull tests with genuinely
representative features will provide this confidence.
Integrating data sets and susceptibility models enhances crack management – Locations with the highest
probability of having SCC can be pin-pointed by combining susceptibility models with ILI data such as coating
condition providing a way to address early stage cracking that is shallower than the detection limits of the crack
inspection system.
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